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A model traverse in the Mare Tyrrhenum region of Mars is used as a setting to discuss autonomy 
and geologic decision-making for a rover mission. An icon-based concept is proposed for exploring what 
degree of autonomy is useful in geologic problem-solving with remote rovers. This concept can be 
implemented during field trials on Earth which would cross-train geologists and robot designers, 
preparing a team to specify actual spacecraft requirements. An icon language user interface provides a 
tool enabling field experiments to be easily conducted by real geologists solving real geological 
problems. Communications with rovers will be limited by orbiter relay windows and transmission time 
delays that demand some degree of autonomy be required of the rover in its scientific pursuits [1,21. Of 
interest is the degree of autonomy most suitable for accomplishing the scientific goals. We present a 
rover on Mars as an example, but the approach can be applied to any planetary robot explorer. We 
propose the concept of an icon language tool for rapid learning. Then real geologists can perform field 
experiments on real geological problems to reach a concensus level of robot autonomy. 

We divide geological exploration into 3 working levels defined by the spatial size of the 
domain and the related sensory data [6]. Regional exploration encompasses tens to hundreds of 
kilometers and is related to information obtained from orbit, such as images, chemical mapping and 
altimetry. Local exploration encompasses meters to many tens of meters and is related to the 
information the rover can "see" but cannot touch. This includes the images and survey instruments such 
as multispectral imager and neutron spectrometer. Experimental exploration encompasses only a few 
meters and is related to the information the rover can "touch, such as close-up images, and data 
obtained by the analytical methods (XRF, APXS, Mossbauer, DSC, XRD). All sample acquisition, 
analysis and handling occurs at the experimental level. Geologically, it is very important for 
information deduced at one level to be applied to interpretations at other levels. Lyons & Allton [61 
called this concept "zoom-in", "zoom-out" and demonstrated it via a geological field trip to Florissant 
Fossil Beds. McGreevy & Stoker [4] also present examples of this hierarchical interaction while 
observing field geologists at work. 

ASSUMPTIONS. In our model traverse, on the regional level, we assume the rover will make a 
loop traverse and that the rover will "sprint" between sampling stations, as opposed to "grazing" as 
defined by [1,21. At the local level, when the rover has arrived in the area of the desired sampling 
station, we assume only a few discrete comprehensive survey stops, as opposed to grazing. The survey 
stops, relatively brief, are for the purpose of choosing a cluster sampling site, wherein (at the 
experimental level) several analyses and samplings can be done simultaneously while the rover is 
stationary using deployable instruments [71. Using these assumptions several basic decisions, which 
must be made by human or machine on-site, are apparent: Regional - choose sampling stations, define 
traverse path; Local - choose targets for survey, select proper survey analysis, choose cluster sample 
site; Experimental - choose targets for analysis, select analysis instrument, choose samples for 
collection and package type. 

MODEL TRAVERSE, Mare Tyrrhenum. We chose 5 sampling stations on a 150 krn traverse using 
Site 008 described by Squyres [3]. The assumed geologic unit objectives include: ridged plains lavas; 
lobate (rampart?) crater ejecta (materials underlying the ridged plains); small crater ejecta (subsurface 
ridged plains materials); drainage materials from ancient cratered terrain (possibly water-altered 
volcanic ash); and large crater rim deposit (deeper crust material). Using the Mare Tyrrhenum 
traverse, we postulated geological objectives at each station (as example station 4 is shown in Table 1). 

ICON LANGUAGE CONCEPT. Icons can be grouped in three ways: 1, Template icons contain a 
number of 'slots' which can be 'filled' by moving other icons into them. The template icon provides the 
semantics for grouping the component icons into a single structure. For example in Fig. 1 at the 
experimental level, the template icon has slots for the object (boulder), the operation (APXS), the 
destination of the object (temporary storage), and the destination of the data (transmit). 2, Icon stacks 
are linear collections of icons (usually templates), each member of which can be tagged with a numeric 
priority value. The icon stack provides a way to store prioritized lists of instructions. If a list has no 
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priorities, then it is assumed that members can be inspected or applied in any order including 
simultaneously. 3, Scenario icons refer to scenarios that have been constructed in the regional, local or 
experimental levels of control architecture. Scenarios at lower levels are linked into scenarios at 
higher levels by the incorporation of the lower level scenario icons into the higher level scenario 
instructions. 

EXAMPLES. Redona1 Level Transit Scenario: Our Mare Tyrrhenum sampling stations and 
approximate transit path can be specified on a regional image. The path can represent a corridor 
through which the robot chooses a precise path (similar to [5]). Or, less autonomously, the path can be 
segmented to allow specification of much more detail, such as phenomenon to 'check for' enroute or 
hazards. The 'checking' icon would invoke activity at the local level. Local Level Checking; - Scenario: 
The 'checking' icon becomes a template at the local level in which data from survey instruments, such 
as a multi-spectral imager, is compared against library data for the substance being sought. We can 
further specify what action is to be taken when the substance is recognized. In our model traverse, a 
checking scenario for clay enroute to Station 3 is specified. A confirmatory analysis is desired, so the 
station icon invokes activity at the experimental level. Less autonomously, we could have asked the 
rover to stop and 'phone home'. Exverimental Level Cluster Analvses Scenario: Once a cluster 
analysis/sampling site is selected at the local level, the rover moves into position and the 
experimental level becomes active. In Fig. 1, a representation of Station 3 in the traverse, we have 
selected a boulder sample to be analyzed by tagging it in the image. To complete the original plans for 
Station 3, we would also tag a soil sample. We also desire another boulder sample, if it is different 
than the first one. Several samples can be tagged for operations simultaneously. The rover can decide 
the scheduling. A range of autonomy can be explored in this scenario. More autonomous operations could 
include: the rover selecting any sample of soil or searching for differences in the spectra of boulders and 
choosing boulder samples. In this particular scenario, the capability of the imaging specrometer is 
critical. 

Table 1. SAMPLE OBJECTIVES, TEMPLATES, & CONFIRMATORY ANALYSES 

BOULDER @ 

Volcanic ash 
Weathered ash 
Water-altered rock 
7 
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ANALYSES 
XRF, MOS, DSC 
XRF, MOS, DSC 
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TEMPLATE 
Basalt 
Basalt, weathered iron, clay, 

STATION 
4 

salt, palagonite 
Ash 
Ash, clay, salt, zeolite 
Clay, water, salt, carbonate 
7 

OBJECTIVE 
Fresh basalt 
Weathered basalt 

XRF, MOS, DSC 
DSC, APXS, M a ,  XRD 
DSC, APXS, M a ,  XRD 


